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John Bargh (@john_bargh)

John A. Bargh

John Bargh - professor - Yale University

Profile
According to Yale University, Bargh is the James Rowland Angell Professor of

Psychology at Yale University. He earned his undergraduate degree from University of
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Illinois in 1977; he earned his Ph.D. in Social Psychology from the University of

Michigan in 1981. From 1981 to 2003, Bargh was on faculty of New York University.

Bargh was influenced by the work of his Ph.D. advisor, Robert Zajonc, who

concentrated on the fundamental processes underlying behavior, including an emphasis

on affect and cognition.

Beyond teaching, Bargh is the director of the Automaticity in Cognition, Motivation, and

Evaluation (ACME) lab.

Associated websites
● ACME Lab: Welcome
● John Bargh | Department of Psychology
● John Bargh - Wikipedia
● John A. Bargh - Google Scholar
● John Bargh Ph.D.: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks, Kindle

The Unconscious Mind
Before You Know It: The Unconscious Reasons We Do What We
Do

For more than three decades, Dr. John Bargh has conducted revolutionary research into

the unconscious mind, research featured in bestsellers like Blink and Thinking Fast and

Slow. Now, in what Dr. John Gottman said was “the most important and exciting book in

psychology that has been written in the past twenty years,” Dr. Bargh takes us on an
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entertaining and enlightening tour of the forces that affect everyday behavior while

transforming our understanding of ourselves in profound ways.

Dr. Bargh takes us into his labs at New York University and Yale—where he and his

colleagues have discovered how the unconscious guides our behavior, goals, and

motivations in areas like race relations, parenting, business, consumer behavior, and

addiction. With infectious enthusiasm he reveals what science now knows about the

pervasive influence of the unconscious mind in who we choose to date or vote for, what

we buy, where we live, how we perform on tests and in job interviews, and much more.

Because the unconscious works in ways we are completely unaware of, Before You

Know It is full of surprising and entertaining revelations as well as useful tricks to help

you remember items on your to-do list, to shop smarter, and to sleep better.

Before You Know It is “a fascinating compendium of landmark social-psychology

research” (Publishers Weekly) and an introduction to a fabulous world that exists below

the surface of your awareness and yet is the key to knowing yourself and unlocking new

ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving.

Bargh’s Research on the Unconscious Mind
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Excerpts from an interview featured on Brain World on the unconscious

mind:

Awareness, Influence, and the Unconscious Mind

“Many of the decisions we make happen without our awareness of the influences that

led us to take the decision... I want to be very clear about this: we’re not talking about

anything subliminal here. A lot of people define unconscious influence as a situation

where you have to have something subliminal that you’re never even aware of.

However, I’m talking about the things that you may be aware of, but you’re not aware of

how they can influence you.

So, it’s a lack of awareness of the influence. You don’t know that this is what influenced

you. And it’s coupled by the fact that when we are conscious of something, we really

believe that whatever we were aware of and focusing on at the time, is what determined

our choice or behavior. But oftentimes, it’s something that happened recently, or back in

our early childhood. Lots of other influences are operating besides what’s going on in

our present. The mind is being influenced by the past and the future, and we’re only

focused on the present, so we miss a lot of the other influences.

...I’ll give you an example. Think of people who have just had a bad social experience;

they have just been rejected by somebody, or maybe they weren’t included in a group

that went out for lunch. Imagine something like that. What we found is that they’re more

likely to choose warm food, soups, and other warm things, than they are to choose cold

sandwiches. They’re making a choice of what to eat for lunch, and the influence of their
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rejection experience makes them choose something warm — more warm that they

usually would. And that’s something they’re not aware of.”

The Feeling of Warmth

“A lot of this is coming from a very long-term evolutionary past. There’s one that

connects, for example, the feeling of physical warmth to social warmth. And the same

goes with coldness. It’s something that’s actually really hardwired in the brain. There is

an area in the insula that reacts both to holding something physically warm, and also

gets active when you’re interacting with your family and friends, like texting on your

cellphone — in other words, when you’re having a socially warm experience.

There are people who argue that as infants we have these experiences with our

caretaker — and especially with our mother while breastfeeding — that associates in

the infant’s mind over and over that physical warmth is related to somebody taking care

of them. In our mind, a warm person is someone who has our interest at heart, who

cares about us and doesn’t want to do us harm, and that’s what a parent is to an infant.

It’s remarkable how strong this connection is between feelings of physical warmth and

social warmth and trust. We have those even as adults, but it’s stronger in infants

because their whole survival depends on staying close to their caretakers.

On the Mind-Body Connection

“For the last 10 years, I’ve been focusing my research on how the physical sensations

and experiences influence our mental state and our decisions, such as whom we vote

for. Not only does the mind influence the body, but the body also influences the mind

strongly. There are studies that show that when someone remembers a time when they
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felt guilty about something, if you have them wash their hands right after having that

memory — they are able to erase the guilt. They actually remove the emotion of guilt

and no longer feel guilty. It’s symbolic, like a metaphor, as depicted in the play

“Macbeth,” that washing the hands seems to wash the sins away. But in reality the

simple physical act of washing hands does influence the emotional condition.

We also have studies that relate the physical needs to protect the body from germs or

disease (like the flu shot), related to immigration... People having this protection from

disease, feel more open or positive to immigration, whereas if they didn’t have the flu

shot, they have a more negative attitude toward immigration. You’d think why would the

flu shot have anything to do with immigration?

It’s because of the metaphor that has been used, and very strategically so, that

immigrants are like a virus, like genes entering our bodies. This becomes a very

powerful drive to not allow those into our body to somehow avoid disease and

contamination: so these metaphors about immigrants being something that should be

kept away, or we should be deporting the ones that are in the country to protect

ourselves, etc.

What happens in the psychology of people is that after the flu shot, they feel safe and

protected, and this translates in them feeling OK with immigrants. It’s amazing to see

how these very physical levels of motivation and safety really do matter for (you would

think) more rational and more abstract thought. This contributes to the evidence of our

mind-body connection.”
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Priming Behavior

As explained  in a Psychology Today article: In Bargh’s original 1996 study, people

primed with words associated with the stereotype of the elderly (e.g. retirement) actually

walked more slowly than people who were shown other words unrelated to the elderly.

Priming someone with a trait word like stubborn would make that person more likely to

evaluate another’s behavior as stubborn without realizing this priming-effect had

occurred. The elderly-slow finding was stunning because it demonstrated that activating

a concept in someone’s mind not only made people more likely to use that concept

when judging others – it made people act more like the concept or stereotype  of

themselves.

The Chameleon Effect

According to Explorable, “Also called unintentional mirroring, the chameleon effect

usually applies to people who are getting along so well, each tend to mimic each other's

body posture, hand gestures, speaking accents, among others.”

Unintentional mimicry and imitation functions as a social cohesive. The chameleon

effect actually becomes a warm response that facilitates social interactions. Individuals

usually do it almost instantly and are unaware of doing so, and on most occasions,

doing such really does increase their likeability. Empathic people, or those who easily

take the perspective of others, were also concluded to be mirroring other people's

actions more often.
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